BELVEDERE
Cantilever parasol with
Easy-Flap system
See the BELEVEDERE parasol in action
www.caravita.eu/belvedere
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BELVEDERE

Belvedere, 4 m octagonal, cover 7910 turquoise, frame RAL 9016 traffic white, with wind roof

The benefits for you
-- Strong aluminium frame ensures longevity
-- Easy-Flap system for opening in just a few seconds
-- More convenience with stainless steel rotary foot
rotatable by 360°
-- Unique look and high-grade components

Belvedere is probably the fastest parasol in the world.
Thanks to the smart Easy-Flap technology, the canopy
stretches out in seconds! When closed, it stands upright and
takes up minimal space like a central pole parasol – once
opened, it transforms into a cantilever parasol with optimal
space utilisation and a unique design.
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Shapes

Max. size

3x3m

Ø 400

Max.
shading

9 m2

12 m2

Technical details
Operation

sophisticated handle mechanism

Cover

Premium awning fabric in more than
130 colours. 100% acrylic, light-fast and
weather-resistant. For further information
see p. 72–73.
Also available with fireproof fabric
(see p. 73).

Frame

white RAL 9016, anthracite grey RAL 7016 or
white aluminium RAL 9006, other RAL colours
at extra charge

You can find more information on Belvedere here: www.caravita.eu/belvedere
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BELVEDERE
Easy-Flap system

Stainless steel rotary foot

Belvedere has an opening mechanism which is unique among
parasols. When closed, it takes up as little space as a central pole
parasol. When opened, the parasol canopy moves to the side and
the Belvedere becomes a practical cantilever parasol.

Sophisticated mechanism: The rotary foot made of stainless steel,
rotatable by 360°, is screwed directly onto the ground anchor or
the parasol base. The rotating function is conveniently unlocked
by pressing on the pedal. When the pedal is released, the mechanism engages and holds the parasol in position.

Belvedere, 4 m octagonal, cover 4017 white, frame RAL 7016 anthracite
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High-grade hub

Robust pole

The hubs are the parasol components with the greatest load and
are made of solid aluminium. This guarantees high stability and
ensures that you can enjoy this shading system for many years.
Hubs can be painted with a chosen RAL standard colour to match
the frame colour.

Belvedere has an extremely stable 60 x 60 mm mats with 4 mm
wall thickness. For square parasols, the pole is delivered in the
"left" version as standard. The centre of the parasol is located to
the left of the pole. If the pole is to be delivered in the "RIGHT"
version, please indicate this when ordering.

Octagonal parasol

LEFT version (standard)

RIGHT version

Parasol sizes

250 x 250

Ø 350

300 x 300

Ø 400

You can find detailed dimensions for Belvedere here: www.caravita.eu/belvedere

Parasol fabrics p. 72

Parasol bases p. 58

Accessories p. 66
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